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The founders of Jivamukti Yoga outline the fundamental principles of the assist, and how to

apply them in practice and service to others. The benefits of both giving and receiving an assist

—the extraordinary mind/body/spirit connection between yoga teacher and student—depend

on knowing what an assist is, and fully understanding the method of Jivamukti itself. Though

“corrections”—with teachers who fixed students’ mistakes—had evolved to “adjustments,” the

world-renowned founders of the Jivamukti Yoga method recognized this still suggested that

changes to one’s technique were necessary. In this book, they use “assist” to communicate the

idea of two beings interacting on various levels of consciousness to bring into focus the five

central tenets of Jivamukti: Shastra (or scripture), devotion, nonviolence, music, and

meditation. From cultivating trust and patience to final relaxation and massage, this step-by-

step, fully illustrated guide—featuring dozens of asanas—explores the giving of yoga as an art,

a flowing dance of body, breath, and energy between two connected beings. Whether we

receive or give, an assist is an active process in the resolution of a relationship between

teacher and student, a microcosm of the flowing interrelation among all people, and all species. 
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YOUR INBOX EVERY DAY!Yoga AssistsA Complete Visual and Inspirational Guide to Yoga

Asana Assists with Excerpts from The Guide to the Bodhisattva’s Way of Life: Master

Shantideva’s Techniques for Exchanging Self and Otherby Sharon Gannon & David LifeMay all

those in any kind of fearBe suddenly freed from it.May those imprisoned be released.May

those downtrodden come to power,All of us living then as family,In harmony with each

other.And in each one of these placesMay the very foundation, the earth itself,Be transformed,

from sharp stones and the like,Into the heavenly ground of lapis lazuli—As smooth as the palm

of your hand, And soft to walk upon.And like a precious jewelAdorning this same ground,May

all the secret worlds that existAnd all the goodness in themAbide atop these newfound

lands,Crowded with Warrior Angels.- Master ShantidevaWe dedicate this book at the lotus feet

of our teachers with the wish that our efforts may contribute in some way to happiness and

freedom for all. Our presentation of concepts in this book is possible only because of the

blessings of our teachers, especially Sri K. Pattabhi Jois, Shri Brahmananda Saraswati, and

Swami Nirmalananda. Without their compassionate guidance this book could not exist.The

best way for us to uplift our own lives is to do all we can to uplift the lives of others. Our simple

dedication for all of our actions can be found in this ancient Sanskrit prayer –Lokah Samastah

Suhkino BhavantuMay all beings everywhere be happy and free, and may the thoughts, words,

and actions of my own life contribute in some way to that happiness and to that freedom for

all.Go Vegan!The world that the ancient Buddhist teacher Shantideva speaks of will be all of

ours to share—a reality—when all of us can extend kindness and compassion to all beings,

including other animals. And for this reason progress in your yoga practice will be accelerated

when you embrace a vegan diet/lifestyle for ethical reasons. Learning from master teachers

and receiving skilled hands-on assists in your asana practice will take you far, but combined

with a compassionate diet, you will be assured of achieving the goal of yoga—enlightenment or

lasting happiness.Jivamukti YogaThrough the blessings of our teachers this living lineage is

passed on in Jivamukti Yoga schools where the ideas in this book are put into practice every

day. If you need help finding an experienced teacher we invite you to visit where you'll find the

locations of Jivamukti Yoga schools and certified Jivamukti teachers around the world.We

thank the many Jivamukti Yoga teachers appearing in this book as they learned and applied

the techniques of hands-on assists.ContentsIntroductionRelationshipThe Power of

IntentionHow to Use This BookThe LineagePrinciples of AssistsSet the Intention, FocusA

Moving BodyCultivate Trust and PatienceSpeak UpDemonstrationBlocks, Belts, Blankets,

Ropes, Bolsters, Walls, Beams, Etc.The Magic TouchStop, Look, and ListenEstablish the

SeatFind Space – Move InAssist Energy FlowIsotonic and Isometric

StrengtheningContinuityAssist the BreathStanding Asana AssistsTadasana, Mountain or

Samasthiti, Steady StandingTrikonasana, TriangleVirabhadrasana I, Warrior IVirabhadrasana

II, Warrior IIUtthita Parshvakonasana, Extended Side AngleParshvottanasana, Standing

Forward Bend Over One LegAdho Mukha Shvanasana, Downward-Facing DogForward Bend

AssistsPashchimottanasana, Seated Forward BendJanushirshasana, Head of Knee

DownSukhasana Variation, Ankle to KneeBaddhakonasana, Bound AngleUpavishtha

Konasana, Seated Straddle Forward BendTwistsJathara Parivartanasana, Reclining Spinal

TwistParivritta Utkatasana, Rotated AwkwardArdha Matsyendrasana, Half Seated Spinal

TwistParivritta Trikonasana, Rotated TriangleParivritta Utthita Hasta Padangushthasana,



MoonriseParivritta Utthita Parshvakonasana, Rotated Extended Side AngleParivritta

Vikasitakamalasana, Rotated Blossoming LotusKonasana, CompassBack Bend

AssistsBhujangasana, CobraUrdhva Mukha Shvanasana, Upward-Facing DogShalabhasana,

LocustDhanurasana, BowUshtrasana, CamelUrdhva Dhanurasana, Upward-Facing

BowInversion AssistsSalamba Sarvangasana, Supported ShoulderstandHalasana,

PlowKarnapidasana, Ear PressBakasana, CraneAdho Mukha Vrikshasana, Downward-Facing

TreePincha Mayurasana, Peacock FeatherShirshasana, HeadstandFinal Relaxation

AssistsShavasana, CorpseShavasana Massage for Neck, Face and HeadShavasana Massage

for HandsShavasana Massage for FeetAcknowledgmentsAbout the AuthorsIntroductionYou

have an interest in yoga, and you’ve just picked up this book on how to assist yoga asana. You

may experience an urge to take a quick look at the pictures, and run out to try one of these

assists on somebody.But let’s slow down and ask some basic questions about the whole idea

of a yoga assist—because offering and receiving great assists depends first on knowing what

an assist is.Back in the old days of yoga they used to call them “corrections.” The idea was that

the student was doing something wrong and that the teacher could manipulate the wrongness

away. This relationship is based on the notion that there is ignorance in the student and

knowledge in the teacher. The teacher then does something to the student to clue them

in.Later came the word “adjustment,” which is a little better: “You are on the right track, but

some adjustments are needed”. There is a negative association with the word though, as when

we say someone’s attitude needs adjustment.In this book we use the word “assist.” This word

communicates the idea that there are actually two beings interacting together on various levels

of consciousness simultaneously in order to foster a decrease in avidya, “mis-knowing,” and an

increase in vidya, or the knowing principle. A yoga assist then, is action taken in a microcosmic

relationship that reveals macrocosmic truths. It is action undertaken in mutuality with the best

of intentions and the blessing of the teacher’s teachers.The giving of yoga assists is an art.

Yoga assists are not static; they comprise a flowing dance of body, breath, and energy. They

are based on continuous focus and awareness of the relationship between partners in the

process. It takes two to Tango! As in the Tango, in each encounter with yoga teacher and

student there is an equation of reciprocity. For a positive pole to conduct electrons there must

be a negative pole to receive those electrons. Two like poles will repel each other. Whether we

receive or give an assist it is an active process in the resolution of a relationship, a

transmission, a dance. Just as asanas themselves are not static, yogic assists are the

confluence of ever-moving rivers of energy. In this sense the relationship of teacher and

student is a microcosm of the flowing interrelation among all people, all species, all living

beings. Our hope is that through this book you will deepen your understanding of the

fundamental principals of assists and apply them in your practice and in your service to

others.RelationshipThe famous yoga mudra—Anjali–is with the hands folded in prayer at the

center of the chest—the spiritual heart. This mudra that joins the left hand to the right hand in

equality and Oneness of Being is one of the symbols of Yoga. Looking closely at the mudra we

find a metaphor for the type of student/teacher relationship that could lead to Yoga—the

enlightened state. When the hands separate from each other, even slightly, the potency of the

joined effort is lost, but when they touch each other in upward yearning there is a multiplying

effect.Asking to be taught, as well as reaching out to teach someone, are fundamental driving

forces underlying a good yogic relationship. In yoga this basic relationship of teacher and

student is where we experience a deepening level of awareness and connection to a lineage of

teaching.A guru reflects back a galaxy of relationships. At times they may become like our

child, and at other times like a parent, they may serve us, and then demand our service. When



a teacher assists the purification of various types of relationships our consciousness is affected

on many levels: physically, mentally, emotionally, energetically and cosmically. In an asana

practice we have direct access to the multi-faceted substrata of the tendencies to grasp, hold,

reject, and otherwise tighten around the notion of “I, Me, and Mine.” Our main job as yoga

students is to let go of these grasping tendencies through trust and reassurance found in the

relationship with a teacher. Our relationship with our teachers will determine the effectiveness

of our practice as well as our future relationships with our own students—when we ourselves

become teachers.A good yoga teacher knows that their main job is to perceive the students,

who may come to them for instruction, as holy, enlightened beings, who by their presence are

providing the teacher with opportunities to teach. A good teacher works to support the

perfection of mastery. This mastery can be described as the sense of “I Am,” the knowing

principle, or One-without-a-second. Without the vision of mastery, then no mastery may arise. If

a teacher views their student as anything less than perfect, that imperfect reality will be

reinforced. A good yoga teacher sees their students as projections of their own making, giving

them an opportunity to teach to perfection.The Power of IntentionThe vision of mastery leads

to the attainment of mastery. According to Master Patanjali perfection of yoga asana is when

joy and stillness permeate. He tells us about the law of karma and that the seeds that we plant

will grow and bear fruit at some point in our lives. Knowing that, it is our duty to provide joy and

stillness where there is a need, and then we can know it ourselves. The good intention for the

end of suffering in the lives of others inevitably brings about the end of our own suffering.If it is

good intentions that mainly determine the success of an action, and we know our intention is

generally good, why doesn’t every action we give with good intention lead to immediate

success?There was a famous Buddhist sage named Master Shantideva who was asked this

question about 13 centuries ago. His book is called the Guide to a Bodhisattva’s Way of Life.

Master Shantideva says we need to understand a “time gap.” Our intention—the desire to help

someone else—plants a seed in our mind, and it takes time for that seed to grow. The result,

the fruit, pops out only later…not immediately. It’s just like what happens with real vegetable

seeds. No one would drop a watermelon seed in the soil and then sit down staring at the

ground waiting for a watermelon to instantly emerge. It takes time to grow and ripen.We would

also know not to expect an apple tree to sprout if we plant a watermelon seed! Seeds of joy

and stillness will yield fruits of joy and stillness eventually but inevitably. A positive intention

cannot lead to a negative result, but a corrupt intention will always yield painful results.Asanas

must be practiced as well as assisted with the goal of yoga as the intention in one’s mind and

heart, in order for the practice to bear the right kind of fruit. The goal of yoga is Self-realization

—the revelation of union with the infinite. The goal of yoga is not to become more identified

with the body and mind, which are finite. Asana is a practice that can result in Self-realization,

but only if it is done with that intention. When a teacher understands how to guide the student’s

physical body, making sure they are consciously breathing in a steady way as well as utilizing

the breath to infuse the movements with a spiritual intention, then there is a chance that the

practice could affect the person’s state of mind and plant the seeds which would cause a shift

in consciousness leading to Yoga.Master Shantideva goes on to say that if your attempts to

assist are consistently failing on a regular basis, it can only be because your intention is not as

pure as you thought—or not as pure as your thought.Removing pride, judgment, jealousy, and

greed from our own motivations is the work of the yogi whether they are assuming the role of

the teacher or of the student. The yogi embodies, with equanimity and poise, the reconciliation

of action and receptivity. When we take action in yoga asana practice we connect to the Earth

by sending our energy through ida and pingala nadis into the Earth where they are



alchemically joined as one. What we refer to as the descending energy is the conduction of the

“terrestrial force of gravity.” When receptivity is in balance with action, this unified force returns

upward moving energy through the central axis toward the third eye. What we refer to as the

ascending energy is the “celestial force of levitation.”How to Use This BookMany of the most

important aspects of yoga assists are invisible to the eye. It’s not only about the placement of

hands and feet, or how “perfect” the asana looks. It is in the full expression of inner form - the

energetic form. That form is imprinted by your own regular asana practice and meditation. The

pages of the assists section of this book show photos of an assist in action with the

accompanying words of Master Shantideva, whose words can offer inspiration. At first glance

the assist may appear simple, but there’s more than meets the eye. We have also included a

drawing with arrows indicating some of the detailed considerations not easily visible in photos,

together with a full description of each assist, common difficulties, and their possible

resolutions.We include in this book many of the most widely practiced asanas, and each one is

representative of many others like it.Asanas are arranged in chapters by category (forward

bends, twists, backbends, etc.), and within each category a selection of asanas is presented in

an order from basic to more challenging. This relatively concise manual gives you the

necessary foundation principles to creatively approach assists for all asanas and variations,

because the principles involved for one asana within a larger category apply to most asanas in

that category.Each chapter contains some insights into relevant karmic and relationship

correlations. What does karma have to do with yoga assists? Our entire being, including our

body, is made from everything that we’ve done in the past, our past karmas—our actions in

relation to others. Our body is like a record of our actions, our relationships in this life and in

past lives. We find that standing poses correspond to our relationships (either helpful or not

helpful) with money, home and parents. Forward bends correspond to relationships with

creative and romantic partners. Twists correspond to relationships with others we have hurt or

caused to suffer in some way feeling that it was necessary for our own enhancement (like

killing an animal to eat it with the false notion that our own health would be improved).

Backbends correspond to relationships with those who we feel have hurt us or those who have

opened our hearts. Shoulder-stand, Plough, and Fish correspond to our relationship with our

selves—our ego, body, mind, and soul. Child’s pose corresponds to our relationships with our

teachers. Headstand corresponds to our relationship with the Divine. And Shavasana

corresponds to our relationship with death and mortality.Asana practice provides access to

stored karmas and the opportunity for us to purify and to resolve them. Resolving relationship

issues in these asanas means to bring the issue back to its starting point, allowing it to

dissolve into itself. Unresolved issues are problematic because they can rise up at any time,

distracting us and interrupting our progress. Asana practice is a spiritual practice that can lead

to liberation, or enlightenment. It is nothing less than a system of perfecting relationships.Some

of the descriptions of assists are not pictured. We felt that these assists could be understood

with just a description and we have photographed the more complex assists. When you see

“(photo)” that means that the assist is pictured. In the drawings, we have indicated different

aspects of the asana and the assist using different colored solid and dotted lines (chart on

facing page).The assists are meant to move the misaligned portions of the body (blue dotted

line) toward the ideal, or solid blue lines. How close an individual body is (or can move) to the

ideal energetic alignment is not only a matter of body part alignment, but also a subtle balance

between action and receptivity.If the connection to the Earth is only pressing down without an

accompanying lifting up movement, then the body may be aligned but dull, unreceptive and

unable to conduct the rising energy. If this is the case, it will be evident in compression or



distortion in the joints, weakness, excessive effort, or general lack of luster in the body. In order

to detect and correct this phenomenon, it is helpful to visualize a grid. Alignment along a

central axis vertically, horizontally and multi-dimensionally is essential for the central channel to

open. You can visualize the axis like a plumb line and a level. Multi-dimensionally you should

feel a perfect balance of opposing forces in many directions simultaneously. There is a First

Nation tradition in America of acknowledgment of the four directions of North, South, East and

West, as well as the directions Up and Down. In this prayer there is a connection to the Earth,

the Cosmos, and all directions radiating equally from this central axis representing a

connection to all other living beings. Moving body parts in accordance with this grid allows the

energy to move in a directed way towards Yoga rather than moving unconsciously.Always

remember that Mother Nature is curvy—she works in curving shapes! When we are visualizing

the optimum geometric alignment or energetic structure it is helpful to see it as a line with an

awareness that actually the energy twirls around that line in its journey through the body. If we

drew all of the spiral movement through limbs and torso the drawings would become far too

cluttered to be of benefit, so we have simplified it to straight blue lines.This point is also

expressed in the union of opposites. The yogi embodies the pairs of opposites in perfect

balance, both in practicing asana and in giving assists. One pair of opposites we are

concerned about in yoga asana is action and receptivity (analogous to the terrestrial and

celestial forces—getting down to get up). We do not want action to overwhelm receptivity; nor

do we want receptivity to overwhelm action. This balance is embodied when you connect to the

Earth (action) and conduct the Earth energy up (receptivity). Energy moves outward or

downward around this axis grid like vines growing on a lattice, then back through the grid

itself.This book is intended to build upon the foundation of a regular asana practice over many

years. Unless you have extensive personal experience with the asanas it would be very difficult

to assist others. Assists can be quite complex, subtle and multi-directional. You must be able to

feel the asana inside your body and then project that feeling into the space occupied by the

one you are assisting. Don’t let that discourage you—if you can perfect just one asana, you will

know them all—because there is really only one asana—it is when we are joy-filled and

still.This book is for teachers and students alike, a guide for you to work together. Many of the

concepts are subtle and complex and difficult to render with a photo and a few words. In all

cases where love is involved, the true effect is beyond the words and pictures, to be found in

the direct experience. Learning directly from someone is essential. This is what is meant by a

living lineage, and when you pass that lineage of teaching on to others you are keeping it

alive.We have included illustrations drawn from nature and the history of yoga. When we look

deeply into nature we see how the yoga practice is just that—a willingness to look beyond the

surface to underlying energetic patterns and geometric alignments. The history of yoga has

roots in the esoteric practices and beliefs that cross many ancient cultures. Those cultures

have valued and sustained these practices throughout modern history. Our lineage is our

connection to the tradition of yoga.The LineageOur lineage comes through our association with

Shri Brahmananda Sarasvati, who guided us with his insights into the subtle energy body,

vibration and electrical current; with Swami Nirmalananda, who developed in us a profound

respect for nature and all other beings as he expanded our sense of compassion and ahimsa

(non-harming) to include non-human animals and plants; and with Sri K. Pattabhi Jois, who

taught us the healing touch of handson assists. The name of our school, Jivamukti, is derived

from the Sanskrit jivanmuktih, which means “liberation while living.” Jiva means the “individual

soul,” and mukti means “liberation.” The individual becomes liberated from the individualization

of the body/mind and personality by realizing its identity with the Divine, eternal, changeless



reality. The jivanmukta, like the bodhisattva, will do whatever they can to contribute to the

liberation of others, to alleviate suffering, because they have discovered the most important

karmic correlation: that their personal transformation and the transformation of their world go

hand in hand. Such persons naturally become activists for peace, non-harming and

stewardship of the environment; they are champions for all seekers, and they grow stronger

and happier as a result. In their kindness these great teachers guided us with touch and

methods beyond touch.…All phenomena of this universe end in energy—be it chemical,

biochemical, potential, kinetic, magnetic, gravitational, atomic, nuclear, thermal, or the energy

of light and sound. The ultimate form of the universe…is pulsation.Shri Brahmananda

Sarasvati, Nada Yoga (New York: Ananda Ashram Press, 1989), page13The most important

purpose of life is to be Life itself, which is the same as to know the Truth that makes one free,

happy and wise. It is to live for the cause of universal benevolence.Swami Nirmalananda, A

Garland of Forest Flowers (Bombay: Sudhakshina Trust, 1993), page 148What then is Yoga?

The word has many meanings: relationship, means, knowledge, matter, logic…Just as a

servant seeks a king to serve, a disciple seeks the best Guru…by great virtue and intellectual

power, verily wins the heart of his Guru and becomes as one with the Guru.Sri K. Pattabhi Jois,

Yoga Mala (New York: Patanjali Yoga Shala, 1999), page 1Principles of AssistsThe yoga assist

photos in this book illustrate the result of people working together in conscious synergy. The

perfect relationship is mutually beneficial. These forms are graceful and purposeful. They arise

out of intention toward creating a perfect relationship. After you understand and practice these

general principles keep in mind that each person is unique, so each assist must be unique.

Beginning as pure energy channeled through various individuals, that energy becomes the

infinity of individual expression. With perfection in mind, represented by the solid blue lines in

the photographs, the master is able to perceive individual differences in relation to that line and

approach the student according to the assist needed to move closer to the ideal. Exceptions

are the rule, and slight modifications to suit the individual student are the sign of a master. This

book together with years of practice and a deep knowledge of alignment, breath, props, and

more than anything else good intention leading to compassion, will give excellent results.

Compassion is the ability to see yourself in others, to see so deeply that otherness disappears,

leaving only oneness—unconditional love—as the reality.Before we get deeper into specific

principles of hands-on assists— the focus of this book—we will explore some more general

ways that teachers can assist students seeking enlightenment.Set The Intention, FocusThe

yoga practice place should feel safe, stimulating, challenging, and multidimensional. The

ambiance of the room, the type of music played, the mood of the people present, and the

words uttered by the teacher all contribute to an experience of yoga. It is the teacher’s job to

establish the ambiance and sow the seeds for the class by their intention. By focusing on the

intention we come to understand why we are here and what is our goal.Everyone should be

fully engaged and attentive – not distracted by other things going on in their heads or in the

room. Intention guides and focuses what we do and determines our future experience. The

most elevated intention is to work for the happiness of others. It is work that never goes out of

style; it is work undertaken with the most zeal, but the least hardship; and it is the work of both

the jivanmukta and the bodhisattva. Both yoga teachers and students need to guard against

intentions that do not have a higher spiritual aim, and instead serve some other purpose. Here

are some examples of lapses in elevated intention:Yoga teacher: “Wow, look at that body, I

want a date with that one.”Yoga student: “Please, please, please, please pay attention to me

today.”Yoga student: “My yoga practice is something that I do for myself.”Yoga teacher: “I’m a

terrible yoga teacher.”When we assist a moving body of energy we are also a moving body of



energy. We cannot distractedly do something with our hands to someone while thinking about

other things, without dire results. Our distraction, felt through our touch, is confusing and

creates less understanding. Through compassion (literally: feeling-with) we can embody an

energy form complementary to the energy form of the asana we are assisting. When these

complementary energies merge there is an increase in understanding.A Moving BodyIt is easy

to see asanas as static, or stopped, movement—a moment frozen in time and space. In this

frozen state the asanas become something that we “do” or something that is “forced” onto

reality. One of Patanjali’s requirements for perfect asana is stillness. However, the stillness that

Patanjali is referring to is the still center that the universe joyfully whirls around. Every living

body is a moving body. Looking at photos and reading lists of steps can put our mind in a

segmented state where we see a compartmentalized world lacking in relationship. We could

begin to look at a sequence of movements as a disengaged set of steps. Learning sequences

of movement from a set of instructions is essential, but it is also essential to move to an

understanding of what one step has to do with the next and the full integration of each phase

into a unified whole. If we see the asanas as frozen poses our assists will reinforce this feeling.

Conversely, if we experience asana as an unfolding continuum of interconnection the assist will

lead us seamlessly into and out of each asana.Cultivate Trust and PatienceYou may have met

someone whom you felt you could trust almost immediately, but more often trust develops over

time, sometimes over many years. Yoga assists require trust. As trust grows the level of

participation deepens. Don’t rush yourself or others by expecting immediate results. Be patient.

Use well-established and experienced assists—do not experiment on students. First practice

with your peers and your teachers to develop your assisting skill.
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Bernie Gourley, “Advice on offering alignment adjustments of yoga postures. This is an

illustrated guide to making yoga assists, or what are often called corrections or adjustments.

The style is Jivamukti Yoga, and the book is written by its founders. The postures will be

familiar to practitioners of any form of Hatha Yoga, but the action of the teacher (or assistee)

may be quite unlike what one is used to.This book offers some valuable information for any

teacher of yoga, though many—probably most—will find the overall approach unsuitable. (If it

is suitable, more power to you; you’ll want to read and re-read this book.) However, even if

you’re not likely to use this style of teaching, there’s worthwhile technical information to be

gained.I’ll explain why this won’t be everybody’s cup of tea. First, many of the assists are highly

invasive, by that I mean they involve being at an intimate distance with the student for an

extended period of time. If you primarily teach experienced students who know and trust you,

these invasive assists may be helpful. However, if you’re teaching beginners in studio sessions,

one may need to be selective about what one uses and what one doesn’t. The ultimate goal is

“chitta vritti nirodhah” (calming mental turbulence) and not to contort the student’s body into a

perfect version of the posture. If, instead of facilitating the student’s look inward, you make

them feel awkward and self-conscious, you’ve missed the mark. If everybody in question has

achieved a monkish state of mind, this won’t be an issue, but history (and many a lawsuit)

suggests that this is often not the case.The second issue follows from the discussion above. By

manipulating the student toward some objectively perfect version of the posture, you may

encourage them to think that is important—that it’s important to you and that it should be

important to them. This may have adverse ramifications such as driving away students who are

far from the perfect expression of the pose or making it difficult for them to internalize santosha

(contentment with where one is presently.) Being so hands-on may be at odds with one’s

philosophy. Not only does it discourage contentment and gradually advancement toward better

form, it also detracts from the notion that it’s about the student looking inward. (In other words,

so much hands-on assistance thrusts the teacher onto the spotlight of what should as much as

possible be the student’s private time and space.) Corrections are needed to avert injuries and

to help the student improve, but this level of contact is more intense than required for those

goals.Still, I found this to be an informative and worthwhile read. It’s not every assist in the

book that is invasive, and the ones that are still have their use with students with whom one

has built trust and rapport, and particularly in workshop settings. The assists are optimized to

be stable and safe, which is why they are often close and handsy—at least for those of us who

were taught to start with verbal instruction, move to non-touching gestural instruction, and—

only when necessary--put hands on the student (and then with care to be at an angle so as to

not make the student uncomfortable.) Overall, the book does a fine job of presenting the

necessary information.The authors use both photographs and line drawn diagrams to convey

the details of the assists. The organization is logical. After a section of general background,

the book proceeds through poses using the standard groupings with which Hatha teachers will

be acquainted (standing, forward bends, twists, backbends, inversions, and relaxation poses.)

There is textual explanation in a form consistent from one asana (posture) to the next to

support the graphics. The poses are the most common of the classic asana, and they cover a

good number of the basics that one will teach in classes. They also provide some insight into



how to apply the same principles to intermediate and advanced poses that aren’t included.The

book does have its faults. One of them is to wedge in irrelevant information. This can be seen

from the get-go with an introductory “Go Vegan” rant. There’s also a bit of a tendency to

muddle science with pseudo-science, but all that matters for the most part is basic anatomy--

and that’s handled well enough. This isn’t so much criticism as forewarning, but you may find

some of the commentary to be like those YouTube parodies of yoga classes—you know the

ones that are hilariously far out. But just occasionally.I’d recommend this book for yoga

teachers or intermediate / advanced students who want to increase their understanding of

alignment.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Never met them, but like their NY studio.. They come out with helpful,

unique, yoga books to inspire the yoga practitioners and teachers.One of their other books led

me to create a moon salutation that I consistently use/remember.”

ironman994, “Excellent book for one learning adjustments. Extremely helpful book if you’re

looking to learn how to adjust there’s one person in our town they did training with this couple

who is by far the best adjuster in Toledo”

Adria, “My Bible. This book is so so so useful. Big letter size. Kinda fast to go through. It could

have less side notes I think, but still, it has helped me so much!”

JB, “Very helpful and informative. Great book. I love the images and the variety offered for

certain poses. Wish it were twice as long to cover even more poses!”

Oren B and Karen B, “Five Stars. excellent book for Yoga teachers if you want to expand your

knowledge in assist.”

PikakeFlower, “It truly is wonderful, and really easy to read and access. I first worked on

assists with my Jivamukti teacher, and this is how I got turned onto this book. It truly is

wonderful, and really easy to read and access. Highly recommend it for yoga teachers.”

katmarvel, “Inspiring. Never seen an approach like this. The book is a gift. Seeing alignment

and non-alignment together makes sense of feeling centre of gravity in yoga practice, being

present in one's own body before even thinking of assisting another. A powerful sharing here

beyond the physical and of the deeper meaning of yoga. A sharing of lifelong wisdom from

Sharon and David. Thank you. I am very grateful. Every yoga practitioner will benefit from this

book.”

Cliente Ebook Tops, “Five Stars. Very useful book for teachers and pratictioners. Very fast

delivered and meet expectations”

Betty Cool, “Four Stars. Interesting book.”

The book by Sharon Gannon has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 76 people have provided feedback.
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